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Abstract: This article validates a fuzzy-FPGA based novel diagnosis system which predicts the
pathological stage of jaundice disease by computing previous medical data of patients. This smart
system consists of three different modules, such as medical data collecting and storing, the Second
module contains disease diagnosis algorithm, and the final module is FPGA implementation of
proposed algorithm and prediction the pathological stage of the disease. First, the medical data were
taken by medical experts and store in a specific database. This data put in the fuzzy-based FPGA
system and the outcomes show through test-bench simulation, which gives the disease status and the
layout leading to chip design. An innovation of this work is to propose a novel fuzzy-FPGA system
which predicts the jaundice disease with high accuracy then the other models and the FPGA
implementation make the consumption power.
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1 Introduction
L. Zadeh in 1965 introduced the fuzzy logic concept for solving either true or false type problem [1].
Gradually it is useful to solve control system problems. Now a day fuzzy-logic is not only to solve
control system problem but also rigorously used in critical decision-making problems. The goal is to
address the complex Large number (N, 0<N<∞) of parameters problem dealing with a large number
of constraints (M<N 0<M<∞) or relations among these N number of parameters. It is impractical to
deal with these issues and at the same time to understand the parameters regions of interest mainly
when N and M are vast numbers [2] [3]. There are lots of data mining techniques and approaches by
researchers for early and more accurate diagnosis of disease [4, 5]. Some researchers have
implemented the various algorithm like particle swarm optimization on FPGA hardware for design a
low power, portable system, which predicts pathological status for more accurate diagnosis of disease
[6,7].
In this disease diagnosis method, we take some medical data means disease constraints and health
issue or status. The same medical constraints put in our fuzzy-FPGA base system and predict the
disease status. Then we have to compare our fuzzy-FPGA system output with the doctor's output or
disease status. Ninety-four per cent of our system output is matched with doctors' decision, due to
which we proceed to implement this work for layout design, which leads to chip design. This work is
helping to develop the healthcare system and improve the quality of life of rural people.
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2 The architecture of the Smart Diagnostic System
India is the world second greatest populated country, but. From the survey report, it observed, 68%
of the total population is living in rural area and also in the semi-rural area, but 25% of total qualified
doctors are available for healthcare. This thing makes the ratio of patient-doctor in the rural area about
4000:1 and the corresponding value in the urban area is about 610:1 [8]. To avoid this patient-doctor
ratio and for improving the health care system, we implemented this fuzzy-FPGA system for
prediction of disease [9].

Figure.1 Novel architecture of the smart diagnosis system
Figure.1 describes the architecture of a smart diagnosis system. This smart system consists of
three different modules. The first module collects the medical data and properly soring in a secure
database called patient database. The second module contains disease diagnosis algorithm, and the
final module is FPGA implementation of proposed algorithm and prediction the pathological stage of
the disease. The outcomes of the forecast are a different medical state like normal, primary, moderate
and critical of the jaundice disease.

Figure.2 Fuzzy logic rule viewer
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Medical expert takes patients data from their blood, urine reports and stores them in the hospital
database, which called patient database. These stored data utilized by Fuzzy rules which are
implemented on the FPGA system and weighted sum algorithm that helped for prediction the
pathological condition of jaundice disease. The pathological condition is verified by test-bench
simulation result. The predicted pathological condition compare with the known doctor's decision for
checking the accuracy of our design system. We get that; our predicted value is 94% matched with the
doctor's decisions. To verify our proposed model is better than other models like Naïve Bayes (NB),
K fold Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT) in term of
accuracy. Due to this, we make a layout design of fuzzy rule module, which leads to chip design and
helps to improve their health care system and overcome from the high patient-doctor ratio in the rural
area.
2.1 Define Fuzzy Rules:
Below we defined six fuzzy rules for prediction of jaundice disease, from previous pathological
data [10, 11]. Five different parameters we considered from the blood test and urine test of patients.
These are sbt (serum bilirubin total), Sbd (serum bilirubin direct), Sgpt (serum glutamic pyruvic
transaminase), Sgot (serum glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase) and urine colour test. The ranges of
parameters are sbt (0-15), sbd (0-15), sgpt (0-400), sgot (0-400) and urine (0-10) and output value (010) [12].
R1: If (sbt is critical) and (sbd is critical) and (sgpt is critical) and (sgot is critical) and (urine is
critical (reddish)) then (jaundice output is critical).
R2: If (sbt is moderate) and (sbd is moderate) and (sgpt is moderate) and (sgot is moderate) and
(urine is moderate (reddish)) then (jaundice output is moderate).
R3: If (sbt is primary) or (sbd is primary) or (sgpt is primary) or (sgot is primary) or (urine is
critical (yellow)) then (jaundice output is primary).
R4: If (sbt is normal) and (sbd is normal) and (sgpt is normal) and (sgot is normal) and (urine is
normal (light_yellow)) then (jaundice output is normal).
R5: If (sbt is normal) and (sbd is normal) and (sgpt is primary) and (sgot is primary) and (urine is
normal (light_yellow)) then (jaundice_output is primary.
R6: If (sbt is primary) and (sbd is primary) and (sgpt is critical) and (sgot is critical) and (urine is
primary (yellowish)) then (jaundice output is critical) [13].
Fuzzy logic rule box is generated in Figure. 2. In that figure, we can see that one satisfies
the condition of fuzzy rule R3, where sbt, sbd, sgpt, sgot, urine five input parameter values are taken
as 5.13, 5.36, 145, 166 and 3.25 respectively. Then Output comes for above-specified values as 4,
which show the primary condition of jaundice disease.
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2.2 Register transfer level (RTL) model using Xilinx EDA tool
The schematic representation of fuzzy rules is implemented by Xilinx Vivado EDA tool. This
representation describes a graphics symbol rather than realistic pictures [14].
Figure.3 left-hand side shows five inputs like sbt, sbd, sgpt, sgot and urine and the output that comes
due to the corresponding five input constraints that are present in the right-hand side. All fuzzy rules
are implemented using Logic gates, mux, latches, and comparators. According to this fuzzy output,
we get the future physiological condition like normal, primary, moderate, critical of jaundice disease
[15].
3 Algorithm for medical diagnosis
Equation.1. Represent the weighted algorithm, which computes the weighted mean of the
membership function. This function gives the result of the future pathological condition such as
normal, primary, moderate, critical.
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Where the summation is done from i = 1 to n, and ‘n’ signifies the number of times medical data
were taken. The membership function μ(x) is divided into four membership functions, such as μn
(x), μp (x), μm (x), μc (x) named as normal, primary, moderate and critical respectively. The future
medical status of the patient is determined by P r (x) function [15].

Figure.3. Schematic diagram of fuzzy rules having five inputs and four outputs
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Figure.4.Test_bench simulation result with five inputs and four output
parameters
4.1 Experiments and Results
There are five different health parameters such as SBT, SBD, SGPT, SGOT and Urine
are taken by the medical expert. This medical data are used as input to the fuzzy-FPGA based system,
and the output comes in the form of the future medical stage such as, normal, primary, moderate and
critical [16]. This fuzzy-FPGA system output is shown through test_bench simulation. The test_bench
is a HDL code that permits us to provide a standard, repeatable set of stimuli [17]. It consists of a
clock, input data, and output and it verifies that our design, work properly or not. In Figure.3 and
Figure.4 we consider five different inputs and corresponding four outputs which are associated with
six fuzzy rules. Out of six fuzzy rules are one rule defines for normal condition, two rules for the
primary condition, one rule for moderate and two rules for critical condition of jaundice disease [18].
In Figure.4 five different examples are there, out of which describe the second one that satisfied the
primary condition of jaundice disease status. For this case disease parameter sbt, sbd, sgpt, sgot and
urine 3, 3, 80, 80, and 4.This input data satisfied the primary condition of jaundice so that we get
output ‘1' for primary condition and ‘0', ‘0', ‘0' for
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(a)

(b)

Figure.5. (a) Hardware implementation using Spartan3E

(b) Layout of fuzzy rules

normal, moderate, critical condition respectively. Similarly, we considered different inputs values,
which satisfied the five other conditions of fuzzy rules that helpful for prediction of disease. For first,
third, four, fifth input values we got ‘1' for normal, ‘1' for primary and ‘1', ‘1' for critical condition
respectively [19-20].
4.2 Layout of implemented module
Figure.5 (b) explains the layout design of fuzzy rules using cadence Innovus tool [21]. Its architecture
minimizes design repetitions and provides the runtime boost which makes our system faster. It will
help to build integrated, and the massively parallel architecture that can handle big application is
based on the industry-leading embedded processor having with shallow nanometer technology [22].
Making layout is the initial steps for chip design, to find out the pathological stage of jaundice disease
so that the rural people are aware of the disease and take necessary action to overcome the critical
health issue.
5. Comparison:
In Figure.4 describes the jaundice disease constraints, such as sbt, sbd, sgpt, sgot, urine and future
pathological status like normal, primary, moderate and critical. Here we have taken 100 number of
reading of input constraints and predict the output according to our fuzzy-FPGA smart health system.
We compare the prediction accuracy of our model with other algorithms, such as Naïve Bayes (NB),
K fold Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT) in Figure.6.
This figure demonstrates that our model accuracy 94%, which is more the other method.

Table.1: Utilization of resources for hardware implementation of fuzzy unit

SPARTAN3-E
No

Logic Utilization

1.

Number of slice flipflop

22

9318

0.92%

2.

Number of 4 I/P LUTS

253

9132

2.3%

3.

Number of I/O blocks

170

222

74%

4.

Power Consumption

No of Used

Available

Utilization

0.099 w

6. Conclusion
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In this research article, we proposed a fuzzy FPGA based smart system which will compute the
past medical data and predict the pathological condition of jaundice disease. The accuracy of our
proposed model is 94 % which is more than the other algorithm such as NB, KNN, SVM, and DT.
The FPGA implementation is making the whole system faster, and the power consumption for FPGA
implementation is 0.099 watt, which makes our system energy efficient. All the advantages like high
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accuracy, fast computation, and low power consumption can improve the healthcare system of the
rural area.

Figure.6 Comparison of proposed model with other algorithms
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